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Satellite imagery indicates that the spill, which originated from a Syrian power plant, is bigger than initially thought, covering around 800
square kilometres (309 square miles).
Gigantic oil slick the size of New York City is spreading across the Mediterranean and could reach Cyprus today after emerging from Syrian
refinery - and it's growing even LARGER
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Satellite images show the oil spill was larger than originally thought, now covering around 800 square kilometres -- an area around the
same size as New York City.
Syrian oil spill spreads across the Mediterranean and could reach Cyprus on Wednesday
Tar is still washing up onto Israel s coastal sands six months after an oil leak from a tanker in the Mediterranean covered most of the
country s beaches in the sticky black goo, the Israel Nature and ...
Tar still washing up onto Israel s beaches six months after oil spill
Cypriot authorities are monitoring slick, as latest satellite imagery shows fuel oil leak from Baniyas power plant larger than anticipated ...
Syrian oil spill spreads into Mediterranean, may reach Cyprus
Smoke from a forest fire is seen in Ora village, Larnaca, Cyprus, July 3, 2021, in this picture obtained from ...
Media Double Standard: Only Israel Is an Occupier
Israel has opened a new shipping port along its Mediterranean coast that will bring much needed competition to a sector plagued ...
Israel Opens Chinese-operated Port in Haifa
A Syrian power plant began leaking oil last week, and now the spill is heading for Cyprus. The effects on marine ecosystems and
communities could be devastating as it spreads across the Mediterranean.
A New York City-Sized Oil Spill Is Contaminating the Mediterranean Sea
Israel has opened a new shipping port along its Mediterranean coast that will bring much needed competition to a sector plagued by delays
and boost the ...
Israel opens Chinese-operated $1.7 bln port in Haifa to boost regional trade links
Syria's state news agency says an oil spill caused by leakage from a power plant inside one of Syria
coast of the Mediterranean country ...

s oil refineries is spreading along the

Oil spill from power station spreads along Syria's coast
Or photos of young Palestinian protesters inside Israel firing slingshots against armed Israeli troops. The echoes of the Biblical story of
David and Goliath were difficult to miss. But this vision of ...
Israel is no Goliath
Delek Drilling of Israel has announced the signing of a Sale and Purchase Agreement ("SPA") with Mubadala Petroleum of Abu Dhabi, UAE
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for ...
Sale and Purchase Agreement Signed for the Sale of Delek Drilling's Stake in the Tamar Gas Field Offshore Israel
Maximum alert in Cyprus, the spill is expected to reach Karpas peninsula in the area controlled by pro-Ankara authorities. Turkish vice
president assures a general mobilization to avert ...
Baniyas: massive crude oil spill threatens Mediterranean Sea
This is precisely what is currently happening in Israel, the US's biggest ally in the Middle East, which is giving space to the Chinese state for
a large ...
China-Israel bilateral relations harm Washington s interests in the Middle East
Haifa in northwestern Israel, the principal port of the country, on Wednesday started operations at its newly automated container port that
uses "smart port" management system and technology of ...
SIPG automates Israel's port in Haifa
Syrian officials said last week that a tank filled with 15,000 tons of fuel had been leaking since August 23 at a thermal power plant on the
Syrian coastal city of Baniyas.
Syrian Oil Spill, Covering Area Equal to New York City, Spreads Across Mediterranean
Stylish, retro-designed Café Landwer, a coffee brand that originated in Berlin in 1919, has opened a location inside Century City
Westfield Mall as of yesterday. Moshe Landwer originally started the ...

s

Retro Israeli Coffee Shop Chain Opens With All-Day Mediterranean Food in Century City
Israel has opened a new shipping port along its Mediterranean coast that will bring much needed competition to a sector plagued by delays
and boost the country's standing as a regional trade hub. The ...
Israel opens Chinese-operated port in Haifa to boost regional trade links
An oil spill that originated from Syria s largest refinery is growing and spreading across the Mediterranean Sea, and could reach the island
of Cyprus by Wednesday, Cypriot authorities have said. Syri ...
Syrian Oil Spill Spreads Across Mediterranean; Could Reach Cyprus Today
Israel has opened a new shipping port along its Mediterranean coast that will bring much needed competition to a sector plagued by delays
and boost the country's standing as a regional trade hub. The ...
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